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19 November 2007 
 
Ms Karen Tilsed 
A/Manager Projects – Electricity Access 
Economic Regulation Authority 
PO Box 8469 
PERTH BC, WA 6849 
 
Email: midwestregtest@era.wa.gov.au 
 
 
Dear Karen, 
 
RE: Submission on Western Power’s proposed 330kV Mid West transmission 
augmentation – Regulatory Test 
 
Griffin Energy (Griffin) welcomes the opportunity to provide comment on Western 
Power’s proposed augmentation the Mid West transmission system. 
 
The SWIS transmission network is experiencing system-wide constraints. Western 
Australia’s commodity led growth is placing further pressure on an already stretched 
network. While the new electricity market encourages private investment in 
generation to meet this load growth, inadequate and short-sighted network investment 
in the past has led to insufficient capacity for much of this generation to connect to the 
network. Upgrading transmission capacity, both north and south of Perth1, is vital to 
enable the investment required to sustain WA’s economic growth. 
 
Griffin has previously made a submission as part of the Western Power public 
consultation process. We agree with the CRA analysis that option 1 represents the 
most appropriate upgrade solution. Double circuit 330kVA transmission lines should 
overcome the stability limits and significantly reduce loss factors. It also represents an 
appropriate balance of increasing capacity for the region (weighted against the 
probabilistic load and new entrant generation) and the cost of augmenting the bulk 
transmission system, to be spread over existing users. Importantly, option 1 brings 
forward the proposed transmission upgrade to the earliest possible completion date. 
 

                                                 
1 The SWIS is an isolated electrical system. With the advent of the new market, it is important to ensure that the 
whole system is sufficiently interconnected to facilitate generation flow, and hence opportunities to service load, 
throughout the system. The alternative is for the SWIS to become a collection of isolated ‘islands’ with price 
separation between nodes. While this may be appropriate for the NEM, where electricity is traded across regions, 
Griffin believes that the sparsely populated SWIS (outside of the Perth metro area) would make this solution 
impractical. 
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